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Abstract. Kepler is NASA’s first space mission dedicated to the study of
exoplanets. The primary scientific goal is statistical—to estimate the fre-
quency of planetary systems associated with sun-like stars, especially the
detection of earth-size planets in the habitable zones. Kepler was
launched into an Earth-trailing heliocentric “drift-away” orbit (period ¼
372 days) in March 2009. The instrument detects the faint photometric sig-
nals of transits of planets across the stellar disks of those systems with
orbital planes fortuitously oriented in our line of sight. Since the probability
of such alignments is small, Kepler must observe a large number of stars.
In fact, Kepler is monitoring approximately 150,000 stars with a 30-min
cadence. The scientific goals led to the choice of a classical Schmidt tele-
scope, and requirements on field-of-view, throughput, spectral bandpass,
image quality, scattered light, thermal and opto-mechanical stability, and
in-flight adjustment authority. We review the measurement requirements,
telescope design, prelaunch integration, alignment, and test program, and
we describe the in-flight commissioning that optimized the performance.
The stability of the flight system has enabled increasing recognition of
small effects and sophistication in data processing algorithms.
Astrophysical noise arising from intrinsic stellar variability is now the dom-
inant term in the photometric error budget. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under
a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work
in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10
.1117/1.OE.52.9.091808]
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exoplanets; transits.
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1 Introduction
We have built a 1.5-m class visible light space telescope with
a wide field-of-view (FOV) on a Discovery Mission budget.
In NASA’s Astrophysics Division this is comparable to a
medium-class strategic mission, also referred to as a
Probe. Members of the science team worked closely with
the engineers at Ball Aerospace on key requirements, design,
implementation, test, and data interpretation decisions.
Sophisticated design, analysis, and modeling tools at both
Brashear and Ball Aerospace, modern materials and manu-
facturing processes, and state-of-the art optical test facilities
and practices allowed thorough system-level verification that
produced a very capable instrument. The Kepler mission is
providing the exoplanet science community with a rich har-
vest of new data regarding the frequency and architectures of
planetary systems around other stars.1,2 Stellar astrophysics
is also benefiting from the temporal extent, time resolution,
photometric precision, and sheer number and variety of stars
being observed.3–5

2 Meeting the Science Requirements
The Kepler telescope was designed and built to meet the
ambitious scientific requirements of NASA’s first dedicated
exoplanet mission.6 Working in conjunction with the 96 Mpx
focal plane as a photometer, it provides the exquisite sensi-
tivity required to detect the miniscule photometric signals of
transits of earth-size planets orbiting sun-like stars. The pri-
mary scientific goal is to derive an estimate of the fraction of
sun-like stars that host planetary systems, especially those

that include earth-like planets in the Habitable Zones
where liquid water could exist on the surface.7 This fraction
is often called “Eta-Earth”, ηL. The probability that the

alignment of the orbital planes allows transits to be visible
to Kepler is on the order of 0.5%, so a large number of stars
must be monitored to ensure a statistically significant num-
ber of detections, and a meaningful null result if fewer are
observed. A minimum of 25 positive detections was thought
to be acceptable.2 This implies watching at least 5000 pri-
mary targets if ηL ∼ 1, and many more stars if ηL is

much smaller. It was also required that the signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio of the detection of a single transit event be 4
or greater, improving to S∕N ≥ 7 after three or more detec-
tions. This would eliminate most false-positive events, and
would be possible for stars of magnitude 12 and brighter.
The sample of “sun-like” stars would include single Main
Sequence stars with spectral types F, G, and K, and
“earth-like” planets being those with diameters between
0.8 and 2 times that of our Earth. Given the distributions
of stellar properties in the galaxy, especially magnitudes,
a working sample many times the minimum was needed.
Additional stars were included to sample hotter and cooler
spectral types, eclipsing binaries, giants, and targets
observed primarily for astrophysical interest. The Kepler
team settled on 150,000 stars brighter than magnitude 16
as being an appropriate number.8

Since we do not know a priori which stars will show tran-
sits, when they will occur, or how long they will last, it is
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necessary to monitor all of the stars simultaneously, with a
short time resolution, with few interruptions, and for a time
long enough to detect at least three transits of a given planet.
(Three transits provide two measurements of the orbital
period, and three observations of their depth and duration,
which increases confidence in the reality of the events as
signatures of a planet.) The target field therefore needed
to be at a high enough ecliptic latitude to always be outside
of a sun-avoidance zone and to avert problems with asteroids
or other solar system objects, and to be close enough to the
galactic plane to have a high density of stars, but far enough
above or below to minimize overcrowding and confusion.
Finally, the field needed to be accessible to the northern-
hemisphere ground-based observatories (Keck, Lick,
McDonald, Palomar, Las Cumbres, and Mt. Hopkins) that
conduct follow-up observations of Kepler’s discoveries. In
the densely populated star field in Cygnus, an area was iden-
tified that contains a large number of suitable stars,9,10 from
which the Kepler Input Catalog was compiled.11,12 The field
is centered on RA ¼ 19 h 22 min 40 s, Dec ¼ þ44°30 000 0 0,
galactic coordinates l ¼ 76.5°, b ¼ þ13.3°, ecliptic longi-
tude¼ 307°, latitude ¼ þ65°. The telescope was designed
to have a 16-deg diameter FOV, of which 115 sq deg are
actively used to monitor this field.

The magnitude of the photometric signal is the fraction of
the stellar disk that is blocked by the disk of the planet. An
Earth–Sun analog will produce a transit depth of about 80
parts per million (ppm), lasting for at most a few tens of
hours, and repeating once per “year.” The system was
required to provide photometric data with a precision of
20 ppm in 6.5 h for 12th magnitude stars, resulting in a
S/N ratio of 4 for such an event. This system-level noise met-
ric is quantified by the Kepler team as the “combined differ-
ential photometric precision” (CDPP).2 During the many
years of study and development many effects were identified
that could contribute to the noise. These were grouped into

three categories: photon Poisson noise, instrumental and
measurement noise, and stellar variability, from which the
CDPP is derived as the root-sum-square. As a systems engi-
neering rule of thumb one tries to allocate the errors about
equally, so individual noise levels on the order 12 ppm were
indicated. Happily this is about what is observed for solar
variability on a transit timescale, although the in-orbit obser-
vations show that many stars exhibit larger ranges.13,14 The
engineering challenge was then to build a system that col-
lected a large enough photon signal while introducing
small enough instrumental noise to meet its share of the
error budget. The focal plane array was built as a mosaic
of 42 charge-coupled devices (CCD), using best engineering
practices to package the detectors and their local electronics
to minimize noise.15 Integration times were planned to
expose to close to full well (>1 million electrons), making
read noise insignificant, while being short enough to prevent
cosmic ray events from accumulating. Operating at −85°C
minimizes dark current. Figure 1 shows the system configu-
ration that achieves the required performance.

3 Design and Fabrication of the Telescope
The telescope consists of a 1.4-m spherical primary mirror
and a plano-convex refractive corrector. The primary mirror
assembly and support structure was designed, fabricated, and
tested by L-3 Integrated Optical Systems (formerly Brashear)
under contract to Ball Aerospace. Corning ULE® was
selected as the material owing to its very low coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE), mature construction techniques,
and ability to be lightweighted. The mirror has a 9.75-mm
thick front facesheet, an 8-mm thick back facesheet, and a
waterjet cut core 275 mm thick with 1.3-mm walls. L-3
Integrated Optical Systems achieved 88% light-weighting,
for a mass of 86.3 kg and an areal density of 48 kgm−2.
As a risk reduction, a duplicate set of bond pad locations
was designed into the backside, which added extra mass

Fig. 1 The Kepler photometer contains a Schmidt telescope with a spherical primary mirror, a refractive corrector, and the focal plane array
assembly located between the two at the convex focal surface. The system size was determined by the scientific requirements for photon collection,
and limited by the capacity of the Delta II launch vehicle and the mission budget.
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and complicated achieving the desired stiffness. This design
feature was selected to ensure that there were positions for
mounting the bipods and still achieving flight should the
epoxy bond joints not achieve 100% success. There were
no issues during manufacturing or subsequent integration
into the full telescope. Six invar pads were bonded to the
backsheet using an epoxy adhesive to provide the structural
interface. Carbon fiber struts with titanium flexures and fit-
tings completed the mechanical system. Three actuators in
the mounts allow focus adjustment in piston, tip, and tilt,
the only active alignment authority during flight.

The primary mirror assembly was fabricated at room tem-
perature, 23°C (296 K), but operates near −25°C (250 K) in
space. The 2.785-m radius of curvature results in a fast, f∕1
element. Sophisticated finite element analysis models were
developed by L-3 Integrated Optical Systems16 to guide the
design and in-process metrology to ensure that the cold and
gravity-free surface figure would meet the surface specifica-
tion. Particular attention was paid to deformations introduced
at the six bonding pads by small but nonzero differences in
CTE between the mirror, the adhesive, and the struts. This
integrated modeling and manufacturing enabled a time
and cost-efficient system development. Figure 2 shows the
primary mirror upon delivery to Ball Aerospace. Figure 3
shows it after coating.

The single element, plano-convex Schmidt corrector was
also developed by L-3 Integrated Optical Systems, and fin-
ished by their Tinsley facility. Corning fused silica was
selected by virtue of its radiation resistance, low CTE,
and ease of manufacturing in the required size. The clear
aperture of 0.95 m is defined by a composite stop mounted
above the outward facing flat surface. Invar pads are bonded
and bolted to flexures which attach to a structural ring
assembly. Figure 4 shows the corrector being inspected in
preparation for bonding to its support flexures.

One broad photometric bandpass between 420 < λ <
915 nm (5% transmission points) is used to maximize the
number of photons delivered to the focal plane while exclud-
ing the variable chromospheric Ca II H and K line region.
This “Kepler passband” (Kp) is slightly wider than the

combined astronomical V and R bands, and is normalized
to be numerically very close to R band magnitudes.2,17 It
is achieved by the coating on the primary, the transmission
of the corrector, the transmission of sapphire field-flattening
lenses mounted on the focal plane, and the response of the
detectors. The silver coating on the primary enhances the
reflectivity at the longer wavelength end where the detectors
are most sensitive. It exceeds 96% between 500 and 900 nm.
The transmission of the antireflection (AR)-coated corrector
averages 98% between 500 and 900 nm. Figure 5 shows the
corrector with its AR coating applied. The field lenses
exceed 92% transmission over 445 to 865 nm.

The convex focal surface has an image scale of
150 arcsec∕mm, and it therefore requires 300 mm to
cover the FOV. A large focal plane array assembly

Fig. 2 Kepler’s 1.4-m-diameter, f∕1 primary mirror is made of Corning
ULE®. It was fabricated and polished by L-3 Integrated Optical
Systems (formerly Brashear). The water-jet cut core achieved 88%
light-weighting, for an areal density of 48 kgm−2, and a mass of
86.3 kg.

Fig. 3 The protected silver coating provides maximum reflectivity
over the Kepler photometric bandpass.

Fig. 4 The Corning fused silica, plano-convex Schmidt corrector was
fabricated by L-3 Integrated Optical Systems (formerly Brashear and
Tinsley). Here it is being prepared for bonding of its support flexures at
Ball Aerospace.
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(FPAA) was designed and built15,18 containing a mosaic of
21 modules, each holding two 1024 × 2200 pixel CCD
detectors. Each 27-μm pixel subtends approximately 4 arcsec
on the sky. The primary scientific goal is precise photometry,
not high-resolution imaging. The signals from each target
star are summed over a small photometric aperture region
of approximately 4 × 4 pixels, so maximizing the flux in
this area and achieving uniformity of the point spread func-
tion (PSF) over the field and stability with time was desired.
This system was expected to collect 5 × 109 signal electrons
for the reference observing case, contributing about 14 ppm
as the Poisson noise.

For the telescope, normal best practices regarding design,
analysis, and surface coatings were used to minimize scat-
tered and stray light, but no extraordinary specifications
were levied on the surface quality or coatings. The flight
hardware was assembled in a Class 7R (class 10,000) clean-
room to reduce contamination risks. Stability of the images
on the focal plane ensures that the data for a given star are
always provided by the same pixels, minimizing noise asso-
ciated with inter-pixel variations. Four smaller detectors in
the outer corners of the science FPAA serve as fine guidance
sensors. Their 10-Hz sampling of guide stars maintains the
stellar images on the detectors with a jitter less than 2.5 milli-
pixels, or about 1 mas.13 The optical design, alignment, and
guiding puts about half of the light in a single pixel, and 95%
in a 4 × 4 pixel box. The thermal environment of the helio-
centric orbit is considerably more benign than any geocentric
option. The thermal and structural design takes advantage of
this to provide stability of the images on the detectors over all
time scales. Detailed thermal–structural analysis by Ball and
Brashear was key to realizing the full benefits.

4 Prelaunch Verification of the System
The Kepler telescope was thoroughly tested prior to launch to
ensure that its performance met the science requirements. The
test program was designed and executed in a hierarchical man-
ner with the intent of characterizing important effects and dis-
covering anomalies at the lowest possible level of assembly.
The definition of the contents of the tests, and the analysis of
the data, were responsibilities shared between Ball Aerospace,
its subcontractors, and the science team. The primary mirror
underwent vibration, thermal vacuum, and wavefront tests at
Ball Aerospace. Measurements of gravity sag effects were
made to validate the structural analysis and to prepare for

operations in space. The coated mirror was subjected to addi-
tional thermal cycling, ambient and cryo-wavefront measure-
ments, and functional and alignment checks after integration
with the focus mechanisms and aft bulkhead.

After assembly of the primary mirror, the FPAA, and the
Schmidt corrector to form the Kepler Photometer, optical
tests were performed in the vertical collimator assembly19

(VCA) at Ball Aerospace, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The
VCA is an optical test facility capable of providing full aper-
ture illumination with collimated light for apertures up to
1.5 m diameter. A point source at the focus of a 1.5-m,
f∕4.5 off-axis parabola produces a 112 nm root mean square
(rms) wavefront error whose characteristics are known to be
less than 5 nm rms. The VCA can be used in both ambient
and vacuum environments, at room-temperature to cryogenic
temperatures, and in horizontal or vertical configurations.
The Kepler photometer was mounted on a movable platform
that provides translation, rotation, tip, and tilt adjustments to
sample the full FOV of the instrument. The platform can be
translated out of the beam entirely to expose an auto-colli-
mating flat mirror.

The cryogenic optical alignment and testing of Kepler in
the VCA was completed in approximately a 1-month period
in Spring 2008. The initial alignment of the primary mirror,
the FPAA, and the corrector were determined through image
sharpness measurements at several field points, and the
primary mirror was adjusted to achieve the best focus, produc-
ing the most uniform PSF over the FOV. PSFs were measured
at field positions on each of the 42 science CCDs and on each
of the four fine guidance sensors. As the final step, the primary
mirror was set to a prelaunch position predicted by the
integrated system optical/structural/thermal model to give
the desired focus at the nominal operating conditions in
orbit, primarily accommodating zero-g release.

5 Optimizing In-Flight Performance
The in-flight performance of Kepler has vindicated the
design and prelaunch expectations.2,18,20,21 Following launch
on March 6, 2009 and a 67-day commissioning period, rou-
tine science operations commenced on May 13. After the
photometer reached its operational thermal equilibrium,
analysis of PSFs using the Kepler science star field indicated
that the science requirements were being met even before any
adjustments were made. Careful measurements using sub-
pixel dithering characterized the encircled energy and sharp-
ness metrics across the field and determined that a slight
adjustment to the focus would improve the performance
and allow significantly more stars to be monitored with
the full photometric precision required to detect transits.
Following this adjustment the final focus produces 95%
encircled energy diameters ranging from 3.2 to 7.5 pixels
over the field. The flux in the brightest pixel ranges from
30% to 60%, with an average of 47%. The flux collected
is within 1% of predictions based on prelaunch calibrations,
indicating that the throughputs and sensitivities of all com-
ponents are unchanged, and no contamination or other deg-
radation has occurred. Geometrical vignetting is less than 1%
within 4.6 deg of center, increasing to about 11% 7 deg off
axis, which is beyond the edge of the FPAA. The geometrical
mapping of the sky onto the focal plane was calibrated to
within 0.1 pixel, allowing the precise placement of the photo-
metric apertures for each target star. One stray light artifact

Fig. 5 A broadband anti-reflective coating was applied to the correc-
tor to maximize throughput and reduce stray light artifacts.
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associated with the telescope optics is a faint ghost attributed
to reflection of light off of the detectors, then off of the inner
surface of the corrector and back to another region of the
focal plane. A slight annual variation in diffuse background
light is a result of the line-of-sight to Cygnus traversing dif-
ferent amounts of zodiacal dust in our solar system. Analysis
of quarterly calibration data, routine engineering data, and
the development of new algorithms are continuously ena-
bling better data products. The current state-of-the-art is doc-
umented in the Kepler Instrument Handbook.17

In order to support the selection of pixels for downlink
associated with each target star,22 the sub-pixel dithered mea-
surements were used to construct a system PSF called the
pixel response function23 (PRF). The PRF is used to estimate
the pixel values for a star given that star’s location on the
focal plane. The PRF is constructed as a collection of piece-
wise polynomials fit to dithered data in regions of each CCD
channel, and is interpolated to determine the PRF at a speci-
fied pixel location. As part of the PRF measurement the focal
plane geometry was measured in sufficient detail to capture
as-built distortions of the Schmidt optical system and the
field-flattening lenses.

The stability of the flight system, the homogeneity of the
large database, and the increasing sophistication of the
processing algorithms allows small environmental and
instrumental effects to be observed, and when appropriate,
corrected. The scientific goal of detecting and characterizing
transits of smaller planets with longer orbital periods moti-
vates efforts to operate Kepler in the most efficient and effec-
tive manner,24 to improve the data processing pipeline,25 and
to communicate the implications of these to the scientists
interpreting the data.17,26 A seasonal focus variation was
observed as a change in size of the PRF by as much as

10% relative to commissioning, with the largest variation
being on channels near the edge of the focal plane. This sea-
sonal variation was shown to be highly correlated with the
temperature on the launch vehicle adapter on the bottom of
the photometer due to solar impingement (see Fig. 7). These
variations are also apparent in plate scale measurements and
indicate a small (few microns) change in the focal length of
the telescope. Because these variations are seasonal, they
occur on a time scale that does not interfere with transit
detection. Higher-frequency focus and plate scale variations
were also observed early in the mission and were associated
with heaters on the spacecraft bus that cycled every few
hours. The cycle time of these heaters was comparable to
the 13-h transit time scale, which did interfere with transit
detection. The set point of these heaters was modified to
that they cycled with smaller temperature amplitude and
higher frequency to improve transit visibility.

Small electronic effects in the CCD detectors and their
local detector electronics create artifacts that could be mis-
taken for photometric signatures of terrestrial-size planets.
They are attributed to video crosstalk between the fine guid-
ance sensors and the science detectors, and to amplifier oscil-
lations. These phenomena have been observed in some of the
detector modules, and they are temperature and scene depen-
dent. The detector architecture includes capabilities to obtain
various kinds of collateral calibration data, including col-
umns with “bias only” signals, and “serial overscan,”
rows with masked pixels and “parallel overscan.” Data are
also available from a small number of “artifact removal pix-
els” in each long cadence, and full frame images and reverse-
clocked readouts can be taken occasionally. Algorithms have
been developed to identify, flag, and correct science data in
regions affected by these recognizable noise patterns.20,27

Fig. 6 The vertical collimator assembly at Ball Aerospace was built specially for the Kepler program. It provides full-aperture illumination, and can
be used in clean room or vacuum chamber environments. It was used for the system-level optical tests of the assembled photometer.
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6 Relevance for Future NASA Missions
Kepler is making enormous contributions to NASA’s stra-
tegic goals and scientific priorities. The mission has been
in continuous operation for over four years, and was recom-
mended for an additional two years of extended mission by
NASA’s Senior Review process. The photometer is provid-
ing a continuous stream of data for over 156,000 stars with
photometric precision averaging 25 ppm. As of January
2013, over 2700 candidate exoplanets have been identified,
with several hundred more under close scrutiny. At least 58
candidates appear to be within the Habitable Zones of their
stars. Evidence for more than one planet orbiting the same
star has been seen in 23% of systems so far. Nearly three
quarters of the candidate planets are smaller than
Neptune.28 One hundred and five new planets have been def-
initely confirmed by radial velocity and/or transit timing var-
iations. At least one small rocky planet has been discovered
and published.29 In the fields of astrophysics where such pre-
cision fuels discoveries, asteroseismology has blossomed
into a mature science with oscillation modes diagnosing
the internal structure and evolutionary state of thousands
of stars.30

Kepler is a model of a moderate-cost mission that is pro-
viding stunning scientific insights into the nature of our uni-
verse. It is often cited as a paradigm for a “medium strategic
mission,” also known as “probe-class.” The science program
is competitively selected via an announcement of opportu-
nity process and developed by a principal investigator-led
team that may include individuals from many institutions.
Implementation of the space element and the ground system
is managed by a NASA center. Industry partners assume
responsibility for development of most of the hardware.

International collaborations are common. Despite the chal-
lenges of a large team and perhaps complicated relationships,
success can be had.

NASA’s portfolio of potential future missions31,32

includes many directed at further study of exoplanets,33

and others addressing the scientific themes of cosmic origins
and physics of the cosmos. Budget constraints will limit the
number of large strategic “flagship” missions that can be
developed, so concepts for achieving the important science
goals with probe-class missions similar in size and cost to
Kepler are being explored. Future missions such as Wide
Field InfraRed Survey Telescope,34 a gravitational wave
observatory,35 an X-ray astrophysics observatory,36 and a
Cosmic Microwave Background polarization mission37

will all benefit from Kepler’s technological achievements.
The large-aperture, wide-FOV telescope, a very large
focal plane with integrated fine guidance sensors that
allow milliarc second precision pointing, the numerous
design features that enable very fine photometric precision
and the program management insights gained from years
of experience38 all contain valuable lessons learned.
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Fig. 7 Seasonal focus variations are due to solar impingement on the base of the photometer. The top panel shows the relative average pixel
response function compared to the commissioning measurement at the start of the mission. Different lines in this plot correspond to the average of
different channels. The middle and bottom plot shows the temperature of the primary mirror assembly and the launch vehicle adaptor on the bottom
of the photometer. These temperatures are well correlated with the seasonal focus changes.
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